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:~~~: SEASON's GREETINGS to one.~~"
: "-1k,~and all

~~ .~;.
.

.~~: .~~:. .
:01!~!~: We1come to the Christmas,

9' edition, and penultimate issue of

Rhetoric. Lots of nice stuff for you this month,
including Pulsoids, and an interview with it's
creator, Jon Bristow.

It's the penultimate issue... the very last one
should be a biggie, so send something in and
make your mark. It's your last chance.

APOLOGIES FOR LAST MONTH'S
INVADERS LISTING. Whilst browsing
through an old copy of YOUR COMPUTER
from whence it came, there was a letter in a later
issue saying that the listing doesn't work.
Anyone who wants a copy, should write to the
magazine...no corrections were printed! I didn't
know this at the time of going to print, so I'm
sorry if you typed it in!

Hope you'll all get a chance to do some Oric
gaming, or serious usage of your computer this
Christmas. Judging by the absolute rubbish
that's on telly this Christmas, I'll find some time
to do just that.

As Rhetoric draws to a close, I'd like to thank
everyone who has sent stuff in, and to those
founders and core members of the magazine
who have done so much to give us a printed
magazine for the past few years, Thanks go out
especially to Steve Marshall, Matt Coates, Jim
Groom, Brian Kidd,. and Jon Bristow.

I'd like to think we've all made it a success, and
I hope you haven't been too offended by my
jokes and mickey-takes. I hope we can all stay
in touch via the web, email, and the Oric
newsgroup.

OK - MERRY CHRISTMAS, AND A HAPPy
NEW YEAR.
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Jonathan 'Twllighte' Bristow is perhaps the greatest Oric programmer. He has kept at it longer than anyone else and

has produced more variety and programs of a higher standard than anyone else.

Early on an introduction to OUMresulted in JCBTechniques software being released through OUMs Mliage Software

house. Titles such as Chared 90, Mused 9 I, Pixed 92 and then the game Zebulon and then Sonix filled a gap li7 the

Oric users disk box. JCBTechniques changed Into Twilighte and more advanced programs were released. Magnetix, Zip

17Zap and Sountracker arrived to much acclaim - well I liked them anyway I thought It a shame llO-one had seen fit to

interview the man that has stayed loyal to Oric for so long. Here then is my Interview conducted over the Internet.

Steve:- Thanks for agreeing to do the interview. I guess the first place to start is how you got in to computing in
the first place.

Jon B:- Way back in '82 I think, when I was living at home with my
parents in the middle of nowhere. We had some friends in the nearest
village who had just bought a ZX81. After many months of badgering, I
managed to get hold of it, and began programming some very elementary
programs. I think it was Christmas, because I have fond memories of
writing a little program that played the Noel tune.

Not exactly, no.
After a couple of months, I had to give the ZX81 back.
Three years later, at the age of 14 or 15, I heard that some guy was
selling strange computers out of his house so I paid him a visit. I'd
managed to save up 80 pounds, and he had an array of seemingly
strange computers. A Commodore 16 (140 pounds) , a Spectrum (120
Pounds), and an Oric1 for just 80 pounds. Guess which one I bought?
He also gave me some games with it, I think they where hunchback,
Welcome tape, Xenon1 and Two Gun Turtle.

..Was O~!c your first machine?

What attracted you to the Oric?

In the beginning, it wasn't so much that the Oric attracted me, it was that it was the only computer I could afford.
However, after several months of tapping on the harsh Oric1 keyboard, it broke!
So being the naive fellow I was, I took it back to the guy who sold me it. He was surprisingly honourable and replaced it
for an Oric Atmos!

You've done a great deal of programming what started you off doing that?

With a superior keyboard and lovely inspirational colour-scheme, I began writing all sorts of stuff.
I even wrote a paint program and drew Circuit diagrams (for where I worked) on it in the late 80's.
I really enjoyed programming in Basic. You could switch on the Oric, and immediately program it. I could redefine the
character set without having to allocate extra RAM for it (Unlike the Electron and BBC). I could create HIRES graphics
in a matter of minutes (Unlike the Commodore 64's POKEs) and I could compose simple harmonising tunes using data
statements and a bit of maths (Unlike the Spectrum which had just one channel).
It had a great BASIC, something I miss very much on other machines. It rarely crashed, was extremely reliable and
never overheated.

You wrote some good games in BASIC. Do you still think BASIC is good for beginners or are you now one of
those chaps that thinks BASIC is a waste of time?

BASIC is a fantastic language, and I still marvel at the machine code behind BASIC.
It is so flexible, and though slow, it can be optimised. In the late 80's and early nineties, alot of my programs contained
the most intensive code at the start.
I still miss BASIC in some ways. For it's flexibility and speed of writing that Machine code does not offer.

Which of your programs are you happiest with?

Zebulon was possibly my first attempt at a proper game, although I cringe now every time I see those Sprites move in 2
character steps! I can never really say I'm happy with a particular game. I appreciate the feedback and that sometimes
has a bearing on whether I'm satisfied with the games I produce.

Zebulon was well received, but Magnetix (Although hailed as my greatest game) was not played by many because not
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~
many people could comprehend the gameplay.
I wrote DON'T PANIC in one evening. and many people enjoyed it, I enjoyed writing TETRISGB although it's actual appeal
seemed more down to it being the only GB offering (Apart from Columns from Nick Haworth, but that came later).

ZipnZAP would possibly be my favourite game, simply because of its features. To have real samples playing at the same
time two players where hammering the keyboard to move their sprites around the screen was a big challenge. Everytime I
write a new game or utility, I like to add or use something not used or done before.
Zebulon was my first real game, ZipnZap with Samples and Soundtracker Music. Magnetix with full screen parallax
scrolling, Pulsoids with SID-SOUND and no colour clashes etc.

My favourite Editor must be HIDE and Sonix3.2

HIDE has been used by many people since I wrote the original in around 1995 and Sonix gave me an avenue to release
my enjoyment of music. My favourite piece of music has to be Ghouls.ALL, simply because it is better (Modesty
uncontrolled) than the original!!, being based on the title tune to GhoulsNGhosts from the C64.

You've owned a few other machines as most of us have. Do you program on the other platforms much? If so then
what is it that brings you back to working on the Oric?

It is true, I have owned a few computers but never published anything I did on them. but...
in no particular order...

Commodore 64:
I bought one in the early 90's. I wrote a few BASIC games and utilities on it,
and even did some music and sound effects for one (Using a machine code
routine on a coverdisk). I also tried to program with Simons BASIC but didn't
like the non-portable aspect.

BBC-B:
We used these at College, and I remember playing Galaxians and 3D Maze.
Someone had even written a SoundTracker with Samples on it (Like my
own). I programmed it a little, enjoying mode 0 graphics CVery high
resolution).

Electron
I bought one of these from a car boot sale in the early 90's, and tried to
program the thing. but it was pretty limited. It had the same sound

. I capabilities as the Spectrum 48K. but I've only ever heard one tune on the.
Electron that sounded as good.

Spectrum48K then Spectrum128+, +2, +3
I bought this in the early 90's too, although couldn't get on with BASIC, so played games on it.
I still dream of porting a game from the Spectrum to the Oric.

SinclairQL
Another one, and another pain to program and to understand. A very nice machine with seemingly great potential. but I
just hated that keyboard!

Amiga
I tried to program on the Amiga. although the basic was more structured. it was difficult to understand. And why write
programs when their were so many excellent games for this machine!
I think this is the point. I never programmed a computer more the the Oric, because I could always see that the Oric was
capable of greater things than it's old game array offered.

Sam Coupe
After owning a Spectrum. I was expecting something similar with the SAM, and I got it but the SAM was not an easy
computer to program. Based around the Z80, and bought at a time when I was getting into 6502 machine code didn't
encourage me to pursue Sam as a programmable computer. I played Prince of Persia on it until the disk corrupted!!

Some of the Deep Purple members say they didn't listen to much rock music even though they play it a lot. Do you
play Oric games - which ones do you like?
It would either be Two gun turtle (Which I remember playing for days when I first had the Oric) , Xenon1 (Brilliant Graphics)
or Dracula's Revenge (The platform game, for it's pure addictive nature). I used to play DON'T PANIC for hours. It was
just mind-numbingly addictive.

I also loved playing Willy (The game, ahem) although never got beyond the second screen! But I tend not to play most of
my own games since I play-test them to their deaths!
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Apart from games you've also written a lot of you own utilities. Which utilities [apart from your own] would you
recommend, and which of your own do you think are best for people to program their own games?

Unfortunately, this is where I have to say I don't know too many.
I have always used ORlON to dissasemble my machine code (Debugging) and a utility with it called PDUMPO is invaluable
for dumping the machine code to the printer. Apart
from this, I can only recommend external (Oric
related applications).

.

Sonix was probably my favourite utility. I was
disappointed that few seemed to show an
interest and after writing an article to explain.
how to use I'd hoped to see some Sonix music,
but never did see any come to light.
How do you feel when such programs that must
have taken a great deal of time, don't get used as they should or even the acclaim they deserve? Doesn't it put you
off ?

I always use PCHIRES to convert single TIF
images to the Oric, and THC for adding Tape
headers to various files I want to have on the Oric.
I use Euphoric nowadays and haven't switched on
a real Oric since 2 years. So I would have to
recommend Euphoric.

(Rumour has is that after the final release ofPulsoids, Jon Bristow is to

Join the CLANGERS. )

Yes, it does.

But one has to admit that when I used to write programs and games (Up until ZipnZap), it was completely on my own and
with littleor no feedback during development, and therefore any feedback at all was welcomed. I owe you alot Steve, since
you were the only one to have actually written anything on Sonix apart from myself.
Hopefully, any future games I write will have more feedback during the development stage and will be taken from other
(Maybe less unique) games. Pulsoids is a good example, since throughout most of it's development, I have had my good
friends in Defence Force test, criticise and generally dissect the game from start to end to ensure the best game is
released.

I believe you have written some sort of cross compiler (?) Isn't using two machines to program the way forward -
either by porting or cross-compiling?

On the Oric, poriing will always not be the same as on other machines (Except for Text adventures).
The hardware architecture of the Oric is so different from Spectrum, Commodore 64 and other 8 bits that it is almost
impossible to directly port from any other platform.

Cross-compiling is something very different. It means I write my machine code as a big assembly listing in a text editor on
the PC. I use my own peculiar syntax (Similar to the format observed by ORlON on the Oric) and based primarily in
Hexadecimal (My preferred notation). I then run a utility I have written that dis-assembles this format into machine code
and data, and finally adds a tape header to the generated file.
I can then load it directly into Euphoric as a tape image.

However, I still do alot of graphics and Table generation on the Oric (Euphoric) since it is simply easier than doing it in my
cross-assembler.

You're latest game is the stunning Pulsoids which seems an YP-'''\7':''~":~'''''"''''''c",;:u:~"
advance in terms of sounds and also the use of colour works '

really well. Can you tell us something of how you came to write
this and the collaboration between Jede and Dbug.?

For many months, I worked on how to move each pulsoid.

Yes, I began writing this in the middle of writing Times of lore. Like
most people, I got a little frustrated with the amount of work involved
in getting TOl off the ground and became disenchanted with it all.
Yes... Good Graphics, and promises of excellent sound, a vast,
landscape and incredible gameplay but with it came an enormous'
amount of work, which took it's toll on me. So I halted that project in

[

favour of (What I saw at the time as) a simpler game. An effective
port of a popular arcade game from the C64.
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Seemingly simple in the game, the movement is actually more difficult when coding. This I saw as the biggest hurdle to
jump. Once I'd achieved this, I was then able to define the game more, add sparkly graphics, design the game screen,
decide on controls and features and get the game really moving.

I'd done a demo to Show Dbug at VIP4, just to get some feedback, and he loved it. He also recommended some
additional crucial elements to the gameplay and Jede offered to host a forum for it on his site.
Jede had a working Telestrat and Dbug a working Oric. So I asked them to test it on these machines and that is how they
became my games testers. They also both gave me many bug reports, ideas and enhancements that turned the game
into what it is now. I cursed them many times for the additional code required to satisfy their enhancements, but I think it
was all worthwhile.

As for the Music, I really wanted to use the original tune, and managed to reproduce SID-Sound in it. A technique
employed to emulate a similar sound produced on the C64.
The C64 also played a cracking Sample drum sequence in the background, something that I tried to produce but failed
primarily because of the CPU intensive SID-sound I was already generating.

Were you ever interested in other aspects to computing i.e. remote control devices, interfaces! designing new
add-ons, using speech synth and such commercially available peripherals?

Yes, although I never developed my own hardware expansions more than splitting the Sound channels to Stereo
speakers. I was involved in the mass production of a Sampler by Steve Meachen. A Total of 3 where produced! I also
had a Maplin Speech synthesiser for my Oric, and had a lot of fun trying to reproduce a recognisable word! I also worked
on PLU's at work (Programmable Logic Units) and thoroughly enjoyed programming in the Ladder diagrams.

Did you ever use the MCP40 - if so what do/did you think of it ?'"

Yep, back in the early 80's I had the white one (I always wanted a black one, but couldn't find one anywhere).
I did a few programs for it, to print a hires screen, and more colours by mixing two pens. It was a great device, although I
do think alot of people may have assumed that the printer port on the Oric was only for this printer. I made that
assumption until late 80's.

Moving on to user groups, you've spent some time supporting both CEO and OUM. How did you hear about them
and how did releasing programs through them come about?

I owe everything to Micromart, since Dave Dick put an advert in a Micromart in 1991. Up until then, I'd been all alone,
thinking I was the only Orician left in the universe. I got in touch with him over the phone and we chatted for at least a
couple of hours. I learnt about CEO, OUM and OPELCO from him.

I mentioned to Dave about my many BASIC programs and utilities I'd written, and we prompted me to send them to him. I
did and he was interested in publishing some of them. I later got in touch with Laurent Chiacciarini of CEO and produced
some software for them too. They made me an honorary member but I cannot remember the reason why exactly.

You must have some special memories from the meets -any you'd care to share?

Meeting Alistair Way. A great guy who in some ways I took over from (Software wise). He was the first person to help me
learn machine-code. He gave me a simple assembly listing that generated a screen from somewhere else in memory. I
read it over and over again, picking up on what each command did.
Without his Help, I would most probably still be working in BASIC!!

Judy Simms! Judy Simms was at one time, the only Oric girl I knew of. She'd been disabled for some years, and had to
take constant medication for various ailments. She then found an interest in the Oric community. She was a very talkative
lady, but she kept wanting us to write programs to control her medication. Something none of us where willing to do, and
it was all pretty worrying!

Oh sorry... Did you want happy memories only?

Peter Bragg's Camera and Mouse, now that was interesting. Viewing a pixellation of peoples faces on the limited
resolution of the Oric screen was fascinating. His mouse interface was also interesting, although the demo he showed
acted like a Telestrat mouse.

And many, many more

You recently met Jim Cuomo, (the guy that played sax whilst Oric screens were displayed). Did you find his work
interesting?

Well to be honest, I wasn't too sure of who the guy was when I met him. He mentioned playing the saxophone along Oric
tunes and found that interesting.
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When the shock announcement of OUM closing came. Did you see much
future for the Oric ?

The Orics future will always be with the community spirit. If you close one
magazine, and the spirit moves to another focal point such as the NET or
CEO or Rhetoric, then their will be a future.

I did initially worry that the Oric community that OUM always stood for would
crumble when GUM died, and to some extent it has, but other avenues have
arisen since such as Jede's site and a plethora of other Oric Ringed sites, the
Micromart interest, Defence Force and of course Rhetoric.

I suggested the idea of Rhetoric, but there was little interest. I cancelled
the project at least a couple of times but you kept pestering me to go
ahead. What made you so enthusiastic?

At the time, I felt that the Community Spirit was best tied together with a paper based magazine.
With the demise of OUM and it being the only remaining English Oric Magazine, I felt nervous about a future without it. In
some ways I still feel this, although Rhetoric will soon be closing it's doors and we must vent our Oric enthusiasm through
other avenues.

Rhetoric would never have got off the ground without Simon stepping in - and then we got further help from Jim
and Matt, (Brian came later). Did you think it would last? On reflection how do you think the magazine has turned
out? .

I wasn't sure, but I'm happy that it has. I still support the idea of a multi-format magazine that has Oric related articles in it
when their is some news to tell. But Rhetoric was never going to last too long when the only input seemed from its own
core members. This has of course been pushed many times before, and after Rhetoric has ushered it's final breath,
people may very well look back and regret its demise. But the people are already making a subconscious decision about
the mag by not sending anything in.

Are you surprised at CEOs continued success?
Not really, CEO is a French based magazine, and the French people and majority of Europe tend to embrace the old
computers more openly than the British. The French also have some of the best Oric enthusiasts around today.

Without people like Fabrice Frances, Laurent Chiachiarini, J,rome Debrune, Mickael Pointier, Simon Guyart and of course
Andre Cheramy, I doubt there'd be a community!

With Rhetoric magazine ending how do you see the future of the Oric?

This will lie in France. However, their are no guarantees of how long it will last. Defence Force will continue for some
years, as hopefully CEO will too. With Dbug's sterling work in encouraging more outsiders to get actively involved in the
Oric scene, we may even see a rise in popularity.

But a certain focal point will die in the UK after Rhetoric goes, and that is sad.

As to yourself, you seem intent on continuing to produce software, with Jede and Dbug with demos and
converting C64 programs to the Oric. Do you think this will lead to new and unique games for the Oric, or will it
continue in that kind of way with more conversion and better demos?

Personally, I dislike Demos. Dbug and Jede prefer them.
I think I will possibly produce more conversions from other machines.
They will still be different and maybe even unique, but I think people are more interested in seeing conversions than
unique games (Unless totally addictive).

Well thanks for taking your time with this and thanks for all the time you've spent on the Oric over the years. We
really appreciated your efforts with Rhetoric and I've personally enjoyed playing the many games -and even using
some of the utilities ;-) I hope the readers will keep an eye out for what other program you produce. Thanks I

By the way, my next big project is Stream, a revolutionary (And unique) Music Editor very different to Sonix, SoundTracker
and MUSED. More details at a later date, although you can pick up some demos in the Sonix forum on Jede's site...http://
www.oric.org
This is not just another "Project" that will be discarded, Jede is working on the Pattern Editor using a Stave System, so
maybe sometime next year, you can try again at producing some Music on the Oric Muso?
Ah yes.. Ok then. ...

INTERVIEW BY STEVE MARS HALL I
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INTRO. This is a book I only managed to get hold of recently. It's
not the most common - (that would be the Sinclair one) - is it one
that is worth getting though 7

THE BOOK. Ab, I remember trying to draw those re-occuring
picture things; you know, the mirror behind somone reflecting the
image you are sseeing and - there it is again a bit smaller - and

that's reflected again hours of fun. Well maybe not now, but back
in the eighties we knew how to have fun !!!
Erm, yes well, I just mention it because this book makes use of this
little conundrum. The book shows a bloke at his computer - I'm
guessing the moustachioed fellow is Mr Blake himself! - and there
by his side is the very same book. And there his is again, the little
Mr Blake, with a smaler book - and so on and so on ....
The other thing worth noticing on the cover is either Mr Blake is a
tiny midget, or that is one huge enormous Oric-l.
Oh sorry, you wanted to know what the book is about (7) Well it's
basically another manual type written presumably when the Oric had
but a leaflet to tell you how to use it and so many budding authors
took to their type-writers to fill the gap.
Of course when the chaps at Tangerine produced a proper manual
none of these books are really necessary.

WHAT'S IN IT? Well OK, lets have a look. It's a fairly small book with 110 pages including an index. There are
only 5 chapters and 3 appendices, one of which is an example program - The Towers of Hanoi, which some of you
may know!
The fITst appendix is a bibliography which is quite out of date and offers books which wouldn't be too useful for
the Oric user. One that it does mention is the Illustrating BASIC which was something of a classic back then. If
the author admits that one is dated! ! .

The second appendix is a glossary of computing term, explaining what such words as 'chip' mean. So this is really
aimed at the beginner, probably the fIrst-time computer user.

The main part of the book then. It looks at what an Oric is and how the space race was important to the Oric (!)
Then it gets stuck in to explaining how BASIC works. Here it's actually quite good. If you are an absolute
beginner this book would be useful. It explains what error messages mean at a point where you might come across
them. It gives you a test at the end of the chapter to see if you have learnt the relevant points. Quite useful for a
beginner. The trouble is there are few beginners now. People that use an Oric aren't going to be too impressed by
thi.s book, which is a shame really, as it has it's good points. But the reality is that only people wanting to add this
to their collection ofOric goodies are going to be interested now. Those of you with kids may like to try and
persuade them your hobby isn't a useless waste of time and get them interested with a book like this - well, it's

worth a try !

Anyway, the rest of the book has some interesting bits, particularly the graphics section which shows some
images which look a little like one ofDbug's demos - I wonder if you saw this book and was inspired. Somehow I
doubt it. Oh well, that's about it - the graphics chapter is probably the most useful bit and perhaps makes the

book worth buying if you struggle in that area - otherwise it's just another book to add to the collection.
6/1 0 for trying could do better!

<8



WINDOWS XP and URIC
SYSTEM AVAilABlE

I am running Windows XP and can't get the 'Readdsk. exe'
program to convert the disk into emulator images.
I didn't have any problems with Windows 9x1Me, so
anybody have a solution for this.

I would now like to get rid of my Oric, as I have only
used the emulator for sometime now.

The system consists of:
Oric Atmos
Two Cumana 3" disk drives
Disk interface with separate power supply
Lots of cassettes and disks
A variable RGB monitor lead (gets a better picture)

I think I still have a parallel to serial converter and various
cables to allow the transfer of data trom the Oric to a Pc.

I will let it the above go tree to a good home, but the
'buyer' must organise collection, as the above is quite
heavy.

Regards,
Colin Bradford

FURTHER UPDATE BY COlIN:

I finally solved the problem with reading Oric disks and
Windows XP as follows:
I set the Bios to boot trom floppy disk first.
I then booted using a Windows ME start-up disk, to
access DOS.

I first tried using a small program called Ntfsdos.exe,
which allows you to read NTFS partitions trom DOS. But
running Readdsk.exe trom the hard disk using Ntfsdos.
exe, didn't work.

I have an internal Zip 250 drive and found I could access
this when using the menu option 'Boot with CD-ROM
support'.

I copied the Readdsk. exe program to the Zip drive, and
ran it from the zip disk, and it worked. I re-booted into
Windows, and copied the 'dsk' files to the hard disk.
Regarding the Oric Atmos, I would be prepared to drive
about 2 hours to meet someone halfway to hand it over,
perhaps at a pub for lunch on a Saturday or Sunday.

Colin

g

ANOTHER NEW DRIC GAME!

Another new game for the
Oric is now available.
Entitled MOLE CATCHER,
and is a limited edition
individually numbered item.

It's available in both
FRENCH and ENGLISH
language versions.

For more information, please go to:
Http://www.microtan. co.uk

LAST
ISSUE ...
SORRY TO SAY, BUT THE NEXT
ISSUE WILL BE THE FINAL ONE.
EXPEGr SOME DELAYS, Af3 WE'RE
TRYING TO GET ALL THE DETAILS
FOR THE FORTHCOMING ORIC
MEET, .AS WELL .AS MAKING IT THE
BIGGEST .AND BEST ISSUE EVER

IF YOu'VE GOT ANYTHING TO
CONTRIBUTE,PLEASESENDITTQ

SIMONULLYATT
32 PETER P.A.INE CLOSE
BUTTERWICK, BOSTON
LINCS. PE22 ORA
UNITED KINGDOM

Chaosmongers@yahoo.com

CHEERS!

RETROGAMEZ.CO.UK
CHECK OUT LATEST RETROGAMING

BARGAINS IN OUR NEW ON LINE SHOP!
SEGA, NINTENDO, ATARI, SIN CLAIR,

COMMODORE AN D MANY MORE!
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Here we go again then, looking at some old programs that you mayor may not have - I wonder how

I many of you collect Oric programs, how many ever load an Oric program, how many know how to program.

That last comment becomes immediately relevant as this time we take a look at Orion, one of the

numerous machine code monitors for the Oric. These things usually have an assembler, disassembler and

monitor. They are supposed to make things much easier but they just confuse the hell out of me ! It is

becoming apparent that many of them don't have all the instruction set necessary which seems a bit

pointless.
Many of the knowledgeable programmers that are

working on the Oric today, such as Twilighte, have resorted to
writing their own editors, so I'm not sure how many will use this

However, this little article is designed to avoid any difficult
stuff that involves bizarre concepts such as actually using an
Oric. We're just going to look at two different things and go,
'Yep, those are different I'. Nice and easy!
This picture on the left is the original release of Orion. Quite
well produced with an AS manual- perhaps that means this
was in a large box originally, but I haven't come across such a
box yet.

The program was sold to Lothlorien who were on the
look out for a decent machine code monitor.

. It is then the exact same program, though I
think there are perhaps a couple of bugs removed
(?) I seem to recall something being said along

those lines anyway...
As far as I know there isn't an official Atmos version
of this program which makes it not so good people
wanting to use the better machine, but I think there
are one or two clever chaps out there who have
adapted it for the Atmos.

As I've said previously, I'm not very good at
programming so I'll stick to BASIC which is much
easier for simple folk like me !

This program is somewhat rare in being
released by two companies. We've seen several
programs that have different releases by the same
company but few had changes made because of a
change in company. As far as I'm aware Delta 4
only had one release for example. If you can prove
otherwise then get in touch!

That's all for this time... ... MUSO ..

"
.-~7-&11{i4~{it1':~~'~~'2f:i'W't~:-:ltl~~f-:;"%(;~-~'~1~'I'~~':~'~':~lIfi~?~~-{-~~t~t'itIF'.r~f::~'g~~-t-.'~':~l'~:'~"~'~~'~'f'~~~'~~':;-~~';-~',~'-r'~?'.~'t'~-,~'~:'~~"~'i';r";'~-K'~.~'~~'~~';:"~'~"~"~'lf"~-t-;'..~':~'ff:'f'_~'~'r':'-~~':f:'t'~';}-'~':'~t':~'J'~'~~-}'~t'i'~'~':!'~':'~~'.f'-;'f'T'r'1.f':-

~'~f~l
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Welcome back to another look at Oric releases that were produced in various forms. This time we

are going to look at Galaxy 5 -one of my favourites. It is one of the few tapes I had with my first Oric, a 16K
machine. There wasn't much to choose from if you had a 16K Oric but it did all the things it's 48K
counterpart did. In a way I think it is a shame more people didn't get the cheaper version and produce
software-forit lllere was a potential there as programs on this tape show. 'Galaxy' is a great invaders style
game and one of the programs, along with Xenon 1 and Delta 4 that convinced me the Oric was a great
machine and there must be some great titles out there for it.

Here then is the Inlay cover which you may be familiar with.
Another bit of Sc; Fi painting.
The tape itself features a compitation of mi::\chine'code and
BASIC programs. The idea with the BASIC ones is to show the
user how to program, so instead of trying to hide their code as
many did. Durell have itwritten into the program to LIST the
program once you have finished playing,
It may be a slight con to cover-up the not-too -great
programming, but I think it is a nice touch and I do remember
spending some time changing parameters of programs like the
Asteroids one to make things easier - or harder.
The problem came in trying to find.the bits of code for certain
parts, like how was it determined that there would be a space for
the craft to move through? Those bitswere hard to findso it
didn't always help.
Luna Lander is a game I never really liked -except for one
particular version that was on some other machine. It's an old
program that dates back to text-based machines and was the
sort of standard fare of type-in listings - not really a commercial
program at this time. Asteroids too is not really of commercial
standard. The other games are reasonable and I spent quite
some time playing them. In fact my original tape is worn out!

The tape below left, is the original with black tape and 16K featured on the cover. On the later version the 16K
isn't such a selling point so it makes it clear it is just for the Oric. Indeed most of these work on the Atmos if I
remember correctly. Anyway, there you are Simon - another article!!!

.

Original Galaxy 5 tape with 'ORIC 16K' to the right

.. .

.. .... ..

Later release with different font and only 'ORIC' on the
label

\ \
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Greetings fellow Oric chums! I'm not sure which order these here articles will be printed in but this is now

lumber 10. People said Oric releases were all the same - there were few, if any variations. But here I've been
Jshowing quite a number of tapes which came in more than one guise - well ten at least anyway! There must be

more, indeed there are as I've another article lined up to do when I finish typing a load of blurb here to fill in the

gap between yonder top title, and the scanned images below.

The scanner has proved to be a useful tool in bringing you the pages you have read in Rhetoric. I think it

would have been a hard task ... OK it is a hard task, but it would have been even harder of we couldn't use a

scanner to produce some nice pictures for you.

Right, anyway, over to the features program this time which is from Arcadia. They only produced a few

titles for the Oric, namely Invaders, Mushroom Mania and Pasta Blasta. All good shoot 'em ups!

Like with most titles I assumed the Arcadia Invaders tapes were all the same. They are a little bit rare so it

isn't easy to get two together in the same place to compare. But being a hopeless case, still smitten by the Oric

bug, I find myself buying up Oric tapes that I don't have - and that is quite a few 1.Inevitably you end up

purchasing some titles that you already own so they go in the 'for sale' box which no-one is interested in. (At least

I've managed to sell few of these anyway, despite my rather cheap prices !)

Occasionally you come across a nice surprise and find that the tape you already have is different to the

one you already have. It may Have a red cassette label whereas your old tape label is black, in the case of PSS

titles, or you may find the layout and fonts used are different as in this case with Arcadia Invaders.

:\~{~~~~\/frtt:t:~~tf~:~):~:~~~~~{~~~~~~~~~f~~~~~~~~~{t~~~~f}f~t~/t~~~{{)~~~~}~~~~}{~r~}f(}:}}~:~:~:~:}~}:~:~:}~:~:t~:::~:~:~f??\:~:~;~:~:~:~~~:}~:~~~r~~~~~~::
'-:':~.':'...".,:-:.,.,.,-.".',',',-.-,',- ',',".'.",',',',','.',',',',.

,', ,',', ,','.'.'.',",','.'.'.','.',',','.',','-:.',',".:.','.;-:,",',:",',:.:.'. ,',:-:,",:".:.;.:-:.:;-:.:.'-:.:-:.',.,.,:.:.:.:.:.:.:-:.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:.;.:-:.:.:.:.:.:.;->:.:.:.;.:.:;.:.;.','.':-:-:':':'
\~~~t:t{~~~f:~:~.~::~.::~:'.;':~:~': :::.':..:.~:::;:::::.:

::.,:~:;::o::::-::.:.

-

::...0.::::.:::::: :-::.:o'~:.:::::::::::::::.::.~~:.~~:::~:::~'~::~~:::.: :.;:::.: :::.:-::::::::~-: .?~:-~:~~~~~~;<~?))~\~

Exhibit A - Original tape (?)

Exhibit B - Oric specific label with different font.
Note the cunning multiformat label which can be used

for Oric, VIC (AKA YAK), or Speccy. Clever chaps
Arcadia !!

i '2
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Q4. Your TV has
exploded, so it's time to
buy a new one. Which
features do you look for
when browsing for a new
set?

HOME
ENTERTAINMENT.

Q 1. Whilst shopping in
Woolworths, you decide to
look for your favorite songs
by a band you particularly
like. What album would you
buy?

A. The latest POP-IDOL tune by Gareth Gates (or
whatever he's called)
B. The best ofSHAKIN' STEVENS
C. LED ZEPPELIN Physical Graffiti
D. HARRY SECOMBE's latest

Q 2. Which format would you buy it on?
A. CD or Minidisc
B. Vinyl of course!
C. 8 Track cartridge
D. Wax Cylinder

Q 3. It's time you treated your self to a new Hi-Fi
system. Which one would you choose?

fA]

~

ra

~

A. Plasma Screen
B. Remote Control
C. A wooden cabinet
D. 625 lines UHF

Q5. What will be the first
program that you watch on your new TV?

A. CELEBRITY
BOOT CAl\tfP on
SKY One
B. The A TEAM
repeats on ITV
C. George and
Mildred on UK Gold
D. Itma and Lord
HawHaw on the Light
program

Q6. Damn! You've just realised that theres
another program on the other channel. How will
you record it?

A. With your latest DVD-R system with Dolby Pro-
logic

B. On your front loading Hitachi VHS recorder

C. With your Magnavox top loading BET AMAX
recorder with 7 day timer and wired remote control

D. You miss your program, because you've only got
5 minutes recording time left on your valve operated
Philips V2000 system.

I~



GOING DOWN THE PUB
Q7. Time to get ready to go down the pub. What are you going to wear?

A. LEVIS 501 flared jeans and T-Shirt with ATOMIC KITTEN written on it.
B. Highly flammable nylon track suit with NIKE written on it.
C. LEVIS 501 flared jeans and T-Shirt with SLADE written on it. And a kipper tie.
And platform shoes.
D. Pinstripe suite and bowler hat.

Q8. How will you style your hair?
A. Cut round pudding basin. Like the BEATLES (also known as OASIS)
B. Grow one side long and shave the other side off to look like Phil Oakey out of the human league
C. Grow long with centre parting as like Neil out of the Young Ones
D. Comb 3 strands over, like Frank Bough, or Bobby CharIton
E. Wear a syrup*, like Bruce Forsythe or Steve Marshall

* Cockney rhyming slang - Syrup of figs - Wigs.

Q9. Ies your round! Time to get the drinks in. What's your tipple?

A. WKD, Vodka.Reef, or similar 'TART FUEL', out of the bottle with a straw, and a
slice of lemon stuck in the top
B. Pint ofPERNOD in a straight glass
C. Watney's party seven (out of the can)
D. Half of Mild in a handled glass.

QI0. It's time to go borne. How will you
travel?
A. On a ridiculous scooter, like the equally
ridiculous Jamie Oliver
B. In a Sinclair electric slipper
C. In a stylish Austin Allegro, with Quartic
Steering wheel.
D. Hail a handsome carriage.

IT'S TIltfE TO ADD UP YOUR SCORES!
Give yourself 4 points for each A answer, 3 points for B, 2 points for C, and.l point for D:

SCORE 30 or more: Don't worry - you're in no danger of being a nerd.. . You like to keep up to date with the
latest trends and fashions, however bizarre they may be.
SCORE 20-29: You like to keep up to date to an extent, but still like to put on the odd DURAN DURAN LP
and frilly collared shirt to remind yourself of the good old days.
SCORE 10-19: Oh dear. You are stuck in the 1970s and love to eat SPANGLES... but rest assured that your
Raleigh Chopper and collection of Space hoppers will be worth a fortune one day.
SCORE UNDER 10: Why are you reading this? Printing hasn't been invented yet, let alone computers!

't



RHETORIC DISK 10
Here we are then -the last Rhetoric disk - boohoo ... sniff! Oh well, on the bright side we have managed to
provide you with 10 disk of Oric software; each disk containing around a dozen titles and hopefully I've been able
to add some interesting titles to your Oric collection.
Ican happily say I haven't had any complaints really, but then I haven't had much in the way of comments at all-
that's one of the reasons we are shutting down. You lot don't get in touch! Those that are active seem to be those
using the Internet and so it is over to that den of iniquity. I
We have managed to last longer than Oric did. We have struggled on with very little support. We have
succeeded. . . Damn right we have! I'm proud of every contributor to this magazine and disk. Each has tried to
provide the Oric community with continuing support, and we have produced an Oric magazine and disk as
promised. To those that subscribed and to those that took part, Ithank you all.
On this months disk:-

PULQOIDQ
A brand new game from f\IIrOric hi~lf. Jonathan Brictow. Well OK it
is;n t I CX)%new a~ the game i~ a convergon of a C64 game. go what ~
it all about then?
Rernerrber Breakout ? Of cour~e you do !Thi~ i~ a variation of that
game. That fright ~ound a bit rubbi~h if !Pu don t like the boring old bat
and baDgame. but rome of you ma~ rernerrber Arkanoid and the good
ver~io~ of Breakout. What wa~ different about Arkanoid w~ that it
added poweru~ to the game. It made thi~ rnore interecting b~
introducing alie~ in the playing area and ~ding things up
oc~onaU~. gorneti~ you got a gun !~ooting thos;e bl~ i~ a lot
rnore fun than bouncing a ball around a ~reen !!!
Puls;oid~ i~ a variation on thi~ game - it tak~ awa~ the baR and replac~
it with errn Pu1s;6i~ !Th~e beam; of energ~ bounce around and can
incr~e in length. The~ can £pR up too meaning ~u have ~everal of
the thing£ whizzing around the £creen. It aDrnak~ for a great game
that £hould have ~u gripped.
In thi£ vergon Twilighte h~ done a great. Job and produced what i£
probabl~ the rnoct advanced Oric game ever. Licten to the ~ound~ -
good eh? OK on the real Oric the intro tnLIsic round~ like Juda~ Priect
pla~d with the volume at nurrber I I whti ~orneone i~ ugng a big ra£P
on the £PQaker -but the other ~ound~ are reall~ good. The graphi~
make great ~e of colour and the ~ed of garnepla~ i~ irYpr~ive.
Ilove ga~ where ~ don t need to thurrb through huge manual£.
Their the ~ - gpace Invader£. Tetri~. Puls;oid~ it ~ a cI~c - it ~ pct a
£hame it came at the end of Rhetoric!
M~ b~ £core ro far - I I 884.
It ~ probabl~ be~ to cop~ the fiI~ to a new di~. Leave the write
protect off ro that high£cor~ can be s;aved !

GRAND PR1X
One of the greatest Oric programmers was
Alastair Way - a nice chap who looks about
12 years old. The programs he produced have
graphics that are both superb and rather
bad. His programming skills were such that
fast ~~:)Vingobjects moved smoothly around
the Oric screen. The animation was great.
Unfortunately he drew like a 3 year old kid
and you got wonderful erm stick-men being
moved around - it's sad really.
This is one of Mr. Stariway's more fun-to-play
games. There can be up to four players
competing- all playing at once. lf you ever
found your way to an OUM meet you may
have seen some GP competitions played
before your very eyes.
Controls can be set up in the game which
makes things easy for me. 1just have to waffle
on about how much fun this is. It's fun I! Go
and play it !

Manic Miner
This has also got to be a contender for the
best Oric game, An all time classic from the
mad mind of Matthew Smith. OK, he didn't
do the Oric conversion which may explain
why they could manage to tit in another I 6
screens. Controls are in the game. Press
retum a few times at the start to get things
moving.

Racer
There was some talk in the Oric newsgroup
about a 3D car racing game. There have
been a couple of attempts and neither is
very good. This is a bike racing game
though and it looks better. It isn't very
exciting however and doesn't have the
pools of oil and logs in the road as you do
in some racing games - but not in the real
thing, funnily enough.
I'm sure you'll work out what the keys for
left and right are. That's all there is I think

GALACTOSMASH
This is another from Alastair Way. This time a shoot em up and
quite a decent one to, with many nasty flying beasties to shoot at.
It's a bit hard to hit the nasty tIying beasties though!
Controls are Z,X and Space to control the ship. Dock in the
various 'shops' and buy some nice guns (4) and not forgetting
your engine. A shield comes in handy too!!!
Firing is done with the use of <,>,/ R Shift respectively fOT the gun
bays 1-4. That means you have to be a bit nifty working out
which buttons to press to shoot the nasty flying beasty as you fly
through clouds of more nasty flying beasties.
Good fun !

is
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you may have guessed, isa French
.I'm not certain of it's origins but I think it

have come from Theoric. Thisis a
fInslated version.

~Be patient at the start. Once the machine code
has loaded you get a nice little game that is
worth the wait. It is something of a strategy
ga me as you have to work out how to get the
ice blocks together. Oh, and you need to avoid
the killer polar bears to. Fortunately you can
crush the hairy beasts with a well aimed ice
block. Use Cursor keys and space to push a
block. Shifts and Funct can be used to crush a
block too.

Zaxxon .
This was mentioned on the newsgroup as it seemed to.
be a new discovery. It isn't however, the game you
might be thinking of. This is a type in and as such it isn't
a great game. It is a rare one so here it is for you to
admire.
Ifyou think of Ice Giant you may realise what this is
about. Flyyour ship and shoot the baddies. It isn't very
easy though with poor controls.

ChlACkford
This is a platfol'm game. J assume it is an attempt at copying

The '~ky 6.00' style of game. J suppose it is quite ~I

in that. Jt is a bit annoying I!!

J think a lot of people may enjoy This so it is wo..Th inclw:ling on

The disk. \:,,01.-\'11rnd ins~tions in the game so again it saves me.

a lot of bathe.- t..ying to tell you what you need to do. C\o on/

take a loot fa.. yowself !

0L1D[Q)~0CO@)W
This is a program from the old Oric PD software
collection that John Haworth put together. I've had the
vast majority of these available for some time, except
I'm missing a couple. No-one seems to have the missing
programs so I was going to release them as is. Trouble
is no-one is really interested and now we aren't going to
have a magazine in which I can offer such things to you.
Oh well, here is a little of what you have been missing.
This is a collection of converted 'digital pictures' with a
simple program to view them. I added a couple of my
own at the end. Press space to move to the next one -
that's it.
Since this was produced there have been various
articles about how to convert pictures to the Oric and
Sedoric V3 now has a built-in viewer for graphics files.
CEOproduced a number of Clip-art disks with similar
images and there are utilities to download from the
interenet as you may have read in recent Rhetoric
magazine articles. I've still not got he things to work-
must be me !

T riathlon
This is another French game -this time a nice sports sim. As the name
suggests, you have 3 games to compete in - that is if you can pass the
qualification targets.
First is archery. Use the Space to set what the wind speed is and then
you have to £ire at the board. Hold down until you have enough
elevation. When you let go of the space bar your an'Ow flies.
H you get little wind this is fairly easy to succeed at -if not it is bard !
Next sport is rowing. Yon wiggle your joystick or press alternate keys
to paddle along. I've had little success at this and have very rarely seen
the next event.
Weight lifting. Apparently you bash the space bar as fast as you can.

I'm not sure if this sort of thing is su<;h a great idea for the real Oric.
It can only do good on the PC though - so bash away!

Zet>ulor-.
}coulJ~'r leave wjthout j~cluJjc>grhjs o~ a Jisk. Thjs was
o~e of the fjrst gatt>es } gor fro~ oom o~ ra~e. } wa~reJ
The Helho~ 1:>urDave se~r tt>erhjs jl>SreaJ. }was a t>ir
u~set at fjrsr. O~ce } starteJ ~layi~g }fou~J rhe gal'f>ehas a
cerrai~ appeal. }rjs a httJe 1:>jrl:>oc>kers.You have ro tt>ove
arouNJ co]Jech~g F>uzzle~jeces, garherj~g u~ rhe fooJ ac>J
tt>ovj~gyourself u~ agaj~sr a flower to go o~ ro the ~exr level
Srr~ge or whar ?
TIe gatt>ehas. S~ecrrutt> sry le gr~hjcs whjch was a t>Jof
a shock ar fjrsr. There js t>rjghrcheery sou~Js a~J rhe
gatt>e teaches you how rhe gatt>e works as you ~lay. So }

Jo~'r c>eeJro teUyou a~y tt>ore m

Atmos a Paris
Or should it be Atmosaparis ? Anyway, this is another
French prograrn. I assume this one is a type-in, but Fm
not sure. It has been translated by W.J. Hurley once
again. Ifs worth stating again that the way he did this
was to write an English 'Version of how the game works
rather than properly translating from French to English.
You do get same oddities resulting because of this. In this
game the French DIN remains for Yes / No replies so try
and remember to use those keypresses.
Instructions are in the game.

Cribbage Master
I've always enjoyed a nice card game on a computer. Often
when you want to play cards there isn't someone about that
can do the job of being an opponent so the computer comes
in handy and can provide a\1adversary - often a challenging
one!
This version is a type-in from 'The Emmit'. Very enigmatic! I
don't know who that is but this is quite a reasonable rendition
of an old classic which I still enjoy. Scoring seems to vary in
different regions of Britain and you need to check what
method is used here before setting off.

I hope you enjoy it. I couldn't squeeze much more in - so that
is your lot. I hope you have enjoyed the disks. If you haven't
it's your own silly fault for not letting me know what you were
wanting on there!

1(;
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For those of you who read last
months preview ofPULSOIDS,
skip this bit and head straight for
the criticism part... !
PULSOIDS is the fab new game
by ace Oric coder Jon Bristow
(Twilighte). A conversion of a
little known 8-bit game by
MASTERTRONIC, it bears
more than a passing resemblance
to ARKANOID, and it's
predecessor, BREAKOUT.
Essentially a bat and ball game
with knobs on, your mission is
to clear the screen of tiles by
deflecting the pulsoids with your
bat at the bottom of the screen.
Every now and then, an alien
appears thru' the gap at the top
of the screen, and should your
pulsoid hit it, it'll divide into
two. Before you know it, you
find yourself juggling a heap of
little pulsoids. Certain tiles do
different things. .. Some increase
the length of your pulsoid, some
decrease, some take more than
one hit. Bonus points are
obtained by picking up a special 'power up' that 'eats' the
pulsoid. Various other power ups give you a larger bat, slow
the pulses, invincibility etc. I can't remember exactly how
many screens there are to work your way through, but rest
assured that there are loads, and with imaginatively designed
layouts of increasing difficulty.

Twilighte has gone to the trouble of making this game not
only compatible with the ORIC -1 but, also available in a tape
version, so everyone in the Oric community should be able to
play the game, regardless of the system they're using.

CRITICISM-

It's always a noteworthy event, checking out a new piece of
software from Twilighte, and this game crept up on us
virtually silently! The menu page of the game features a great
new music system called SID SOUND, which near-as-can-be
immitates the far superior sound of the Commodore 64
computer, but on the Oric! To be honest, I've never heard
anything quite like it on the Oric, and it really is an interesting
innovation,

Gameplay is select able from four difficulty levels, ranging
from very easy to a speed verging on the insane. If I am to

pick a small fault, it's that the default level is a bit too
easy, and allows you to progress through many levels
on your first attempt. While of course, this is a way to
get everyone involved in the game from the beginning,
it does spoil the enjoyment a little to play through the
games levels again when you get more proficient at the
controls. I personally think that the NORMAL level
setting would have been more of a suitable 'difficulty
curve' as a default. A minor niggle I know, but when
a game is this good, I had to try and find something
that's not perfect!

Gameplay is fast and smooth, and the graphics move
with a slick arcade quality. Twilighte has made use of
his dual line colour technique to fool the eye into
thinking there are more than the bog standard 8
colours. The gameplay area is a tad small, but when
you get playing, you wouldn't want a bigger play area,
due to the amount of stuff going on, on screen. When
there are loads of pulsoids on screen at the same time,
there is not even the slightest of slowdown - the game
runs fast and tight throughout!

There is a two player option, with a dual scoreboard
on the right hand side of the screen - an option which

\ '7



is often ommitted ITom many an Onc game.

Sound effects are sparse in game, and the music that
graces the title screen isn't present in the game. I
understand that the music routine is too processor
intensive to be used during the game, so it would be
unfair to knock marks off for that!

This game is probably the showpiece Oric title of all
time. It is a true arcade title, and is easily up to the
standard of MAGNET IX and ZIP N' ZAP, if not
bettering them altogether. It's certainly immediately
accessible to everyone, and has a gameplay that is
simple, and easy to pick - up.

Also a noteworthy addition to the tradition HALL OF
FAME, is a HALL OF SHAME! Get a particularly
bad score, and your name will be there, saved on disc,
for ages to come.

It's a great game, and amazingly, will be available ftee
of charge to RHETORIC subscribers.

I only hope it's not the 'Swansong' game for the Oric,
and that we'll be treated to more in the future!

Review by CHAOS.

RA TINGS:

USE OF COMPUTER: 91%
ONE OF THE MOST ADVANCED GAMES AROUND

GRAPHICS: 82%
FAST, SMOOTH AND TIDY. GREAT USE OF
COLOUR

SOUND: 94%
SIDSOUND - HEAR IT TO BELIEVE IT

PLAYABILITY:
SMOOTH AND RESPONSIVE ACTION

92%

ADDICTIVE QUALITIES: 90%
A PROVEN FORMAT THAT WILL KEEP YOU
COMING BACK FOR MORE

VALUE FOR MONEY:
HOW DOES LFREE' SOUND?

100%

OVERALL RATING
94%

TECHNICALLY EXCELLENT. IT'S SIMPLICITY
IS IT'S VIRTUE.

Ig
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INTRO. Isn't it gorgeQUS? Oh yes -this time we are going to have a
look at one of the most sought after books for the Oric. Geoff
Phillips tome with the long title.

THE BOOK. This book was released a little late on in the career of
the Oric. For that reason and due to a bit of a lack of advertising the
book didn't sell like it should.
There aren't too many good books for advanced programming and
so when the guys that want to try that found out about Geffers book,
they all wanted one. The people that didi have one though, were not
so willing to part with such a useful item and so it became number
one on the Oric enthusiasts 'most wanted' list.
Just to illustrate, the copy I have has the, owners names written in it
of three previous owners, (David Lucas, Arthur Jackson and Ken
Evans)

WHAT'S IN IT? There are 9 chapters of useful information. The
only similar books are the Advanced User Guide and Getting More
from Your Oric. Take away the Disassembly from the AUG and
shove the rest of the two books together and you have something
resembling Geffers book.
It starts off looking inside the Oric and describing how the ROM and
RAM work and the main chips, followed by detail of the screens and

Keyboard, cassette system and printer interface.
The infOlmation at this stage isn't perhaps quite so detailed as in the other two books, but there is sufficient and
things gradually get more technical.
I said this book was for the advanced programmer, and that is true, but there is plenty of information in here that
others will fmd useful. Indeed, the next chapter deals with how BASIC works and has such tips as how to get a
proper random number when using the RND function.
Chapter 3 moves on to machine code. Here the book tells you the advantages of machine code over BASIC,
something the advanced programmer would know, but it doesn't show enough to learn machine code, so the aim
becomes a little unclear -Such little niggles aside it is a great book that can help to learn machine code. It is said
you usually need more than one book. Alongside a book specifically set out to teach machine code, this gives you
a good chance of understanding the Oric. .

In theory, if you can program one computer with a 6502 you can program another with a 6502. It isn't quite so
simple as the structure of chips and memory make a difference. this is where this book helps, telling you how
Oric's funny screen system can be controlled and giving detail specific to the Oric which a capable machine code
programmer would need to know to be able to program that machine properly.
The next 3 chapters look in more detail at the keyboard and cassette system, the ROM, and 'Maths, screen and
music' . All stuff specific to the Oric. Then we have a chapter dedicated to graphics/ Perhaps there could have been
a little more given that the title of the book is 'graphics and machine code techniques'. The information appears
quite useful though, especially for speeding up routines.
Finally we have some useful utilities and example programs to stretch the Oric 'to the limits'. Not bad, but I think
Dbug and Twilighte are now pushing beyond such supposed limits!
So there you are; a very useful book, but not one that is better alongside others. Geoff kindly scanned the book
and has it available on his website for free - www.geffers.demon.co.uk A must have item for any serious
programmer! Get it now - go on ....

\9
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Time ebbs quickly away I Rhetoricalmost at the end.
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Last Issues poser answers revealed:

I) The palindronic clock

96 six times - it happens six times within an hour and only with the hours of
00-05 ; 10-15 and 20-23

2) Mental maths.

2.25 ( * 4 = 9 )
3) Whats the word.

Stessed ( which when spelt backwards = dessert ).
4) Cryptographic or what?

It reads; congratulations you have solved it' . To read it , start with the first letter and read len to right missing every other letter
Then resume with the omitted letters.

5) Common factor.
When pronounced, each sounds as if ending in ough .

This issues posers .......

1) Body Parts:

Nal"l'1e eigl'"1t parts of tl'"1e body tl'"1at cOl'"1sist of only tl"lree letters.

2) COIT1TllOn letters:

-What do the follovving letters l"lave in COl'1'11"l'"lOl'"l ?
<;COPSVVVXZ~

3) TI"le special serltel'"1Ce :

"What is so special about the fol10vving sentence?
<;Foxy nyrnpl"ls grab qLlicl< jived vvaltz. ~

4) 'W' ordy vvise ?

What '\Yards
A)
.B)

C)

are represerlted frol!.1 th.c fol1ovvin.g -
AB CD EFG-I-II.TI<LM:
AB CDEF G I-IIJl<-LM.N'0 P
S TUVYV

49 Harlequin Drive, Allt-yr-yn, Newport, South Wales
Tel: 01633761248

B.kidd@ntlworld.com
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Time ebbs quickly away I Rhetoric almost at the end.

~

No , not 1110reposers, but a plea......

=--
For the last issue I want to con1plete an article on hardware produced for use on the Oric range of

C0111puters , egoMCP40 printer plotter; IJI( joystick adaptor.

But I NEED YOUR HELP. Please send rne details on all hardware that you are aware of , to include
Manufacturer details, hardware details, price ne\\! ( if kno\vn ) etc. and if possible photographs.
Of particular interest are the follov/ing : graphics cards / tablets, Joystick interfaces, Disk drive

,

interfaces/ drives . :'~ ~. ,: I
.-.~~,' \

Can you help? It doesn't matter have trivial, it may be of use , eg . I have in il1Yposs~~,~rir III
plastic cover for use on t

.

h

'.

e Oric Atll1
,

0

.

s , but who lnade it .

'

Also I recall a COlTIP

.

any

,

P{Od

,,

~,

~l .~giving a{v'BYfor free pin protectors for the pri nter port, butwho?_-~ "'-~ ~
YO~ll

t".an c.onta~t Ine via ell1ail (b.kidd@ntlworld.com) O?'\
,
,' '/;;'! ~
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FINALLY, Inay I take this tilne to wish all subscribers a Mel;l)r' :xlnas .anli-~i'os ' €i'0'li~e'\\T Y..ea~'.
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